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Restoring and Re-storying the Landscape 
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Find me the first vermillion flycatcher that sallies 

out from the canopies of newly-leafed cottonwoods and 

willows to pick off recently-hatched insects, and I will 
warble with delight: spring has come once again to the 
Sonoran Desert. "Tut-tut tiddly-zing" and it flutters out 

from a catkin-laden branch, hovers like a butterfly, dives 

to spear its prey, then whips back to the same branch. 

Such a sight, though, cannot be seen everywhere across 

the desert floor. It is restricted to the ribbon-like riparian 

corridors that roll out of the volcanic and granitic ranges 

to meander across otherwise dry basins. The lushness of 

greenery on a gallery forest floodplain, splotched with 

the reds, yellows and oranges of warblers, orioles, 

tanagers and flycatchers, is a sight for the sore eyes of 

one used to the grays and drab, subdued greens of a 

desert winter. 

Down on the Mexican side of the desert, the first 

flush of foliage on cottonwoods and willows had added 

significance. It means, to a S onoran floodplain farmer, 

that the new cuttings for his living hedgerow have taken 

Wanted: Farm Manager 
Twenty to 40 acre grow out, education and 

demonstration farm in southern Arizona needs farm 

manager with 3 to 5 years organic desert experi

ence, including ditch irrigation. Spring start hoped. 

Consulting desired for final site selection. 

Full job description available upon request. 

Send resume and salary requirements to NS/S, 2509 
N. Campbell Ave. #325, Tucson AZ 85719. 

root. Following the torrential floods brought by the 
summer monsoons and the l ate fall EI Nino downpours, 

the untamed river shifted course and meandered across 

his field edge, leaving his fields a mess. A few years 

before, he had planted a hedgerow along the riverbanks, 

weaving brush between the saplings to slow the force of 

any floods that spilled over the banks into his fields. Last 

year's flood did surge high, and uprooted a few of the 

willows in his line of defense. So in January he trimmed 

branches from the survivors to plant as poles a meter 

deep above the newly-formed bank at his field's edge. 

By late February they had rooted and soon after began to 

leaf out. Now, in mid-March, he sees insectivorous birds 

arriving and perching in the new growth, then foraging 

over his fields for bugs, which he sees as pests. The 

renewal he beholds g ives him a feeling of fulfillment 

known to many of us who labor with plants and animals. 

It is a feeling that our well-placed efforts can contribute 
to the diversity within our surroundings, restoring habitat 

rather than further degrading it. 

If you walk with an elderly Sonoran farmer out 

among the curvilinear hedgerows on the floodplain near 

his village, each row prompts a story of a flood, and how 

people healed the scars it  left and planted more protec

tive trees in their stead. He can rattle off the years of the 

great floods that have come within his own lifespan, and 

sometimes those since his father's time: 1887, 1890, 

1905,1914,1915,1961, 1977 and 1983. He can point to 

trees that were planted after each innundation. He reads 

the growth on the floodplain as if it were a history book 

recording the landmark years of flood and the patterns of 

recovery that followed. 

continued on next page 



Restoring, continued 

Leaming to read those rows of cottonwoods and 

willows is what makes a Sonoran fam1boy literate. They 
not only convey the ethical heritage of his community, 

reflecting its close relationship with its natural surrollnd

ings, they remind him of his responsibility to add to life, 

not deplete it. 

This kind of literate looking after the floodplain 
reminds me of an observation by Annie Peaches, an 
Apache Indian elder, who suggests that a relationship 
with the land can be reciprocal: "The land is always 

stalking people. The land makes people live right. The 

land looks after us." 

But Apaches have traditions of looking after the 

land as well. Years ago, I heard of the time when an 

Apache work crew was told by their Anglo boss to take 

chainsaws down to the floodplain and cut dowll all the 

water-guzzling cottollwood trees there. When he .... ent to 

check on them a few hours later he found them smoking 
cigarettes, sitting in the shade of the trees, not a single 
one cut. Pressed for an explanation of their refusal to 
cooperate, one of the workers finally replied, "Apaches 

can't cut down all the cottonwoods by this river. Some
thing bad would happen to us." 

Such a story sticks with the Apaches because the 

landscape they inhabit is full of stories, and they cannot 
pass a particular place without remembering the parable 

that goes with it. As Apache elder Nick Thompson told 

Keith Basso, "You won't forget that story. You're going 

to see the place where it happened, maybe every day if 

it's nearby . . . .  Even if we go away from here to some big 
city, places around here keep stalking us. If you live 
wrong, you will hear the names and see the places in 

your mind .... They make you remember how to live 

right, so you want to replace yourself again." 
Stories, it seems, often play an important role in the 

relationship between indigenous people and places they 
inhabit. In central Australia, zoologists Ken Johnson and 
Andrew Burbridge set out to learn what aboriginal 

peoples of one desert area knew about certain threatened 

mammals, for a third of the species in their area had 

disappeared during the last 50 years. The zoologists were 

interested in wildlife introductions, but their scientific 
predecessors had left few records of populations and 
distributions. Local aboriginal elders, however, provided 

a vast store of infonnation, reflecting lifetimes of being 
out in the bush observing animals. When it came to 
discussing bilbies, older aborigines sadly told how they 

had been abundant as recently as two decades ago, but 

had since become so rare they were rarely seen. They 

expressed a longing to see bilbies again, so Johnson 

proposed reintroducing animals from distant remnant 

populations back into the area. Now, with the help of the 

aboriginal men, who knew the bilby's former habitat, the 

Conservation Commission of the Northern Territory has 

successfully reintroduced bilbies into the central desert. 
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While the environmental and scientific rewards of 

the project would have made any wildlife biologist 

proud, Ken Johnson later heard from the aborigines 

something that made him even happier. Since the bilby 
had been reintroduced and sightings of it had increased 

among the aborigines, stories about them have begun to 

resurface 111 tribal memories, to be shared by the elders 

with the younger generations. The ceremonial "dream

ing" reenactments of their culture's history of contact 

with other creatures had been reinstated. A cultural 
revival of sorts was on its way. 

Today, we can read in nearly any conservation 
newsletter or journal about efforts to reintroduce 

endangered plants and animals as part of larger efforts 

toward the restoration of degraded landscapes. This 

emergence of ecological restoration is, in my mind, the 

most important environmental development since the 

first Earth Day. It allows people to participate in healing 

the wounds left on the earth, acknowledging the human 

power to create as weB as to destroy. But as restoration 
becomes more technically sophisticated, there is the 
danger that it will simply become another professional 

pursuit that excludes laypersons capable of participating 

in effective grassroots community dction. 

That would be nnfortunate because we need to 
restore not only landscapes, but the diversity-enhancing 

capabilities of the human communities inhabiting those 

landscapes, as well. Like the Sonoran, the Apache, and 

the Aborigine, we must be encouraged to live and work 

like natives of our particular homeland. To truly restore 

these landscapes, we must also begin to re-story them, to 

make them the lessons of our legends, festivals and 

seasonal rites. 
This is what the Land Institute is doing at its Prairie 

Festival in Kansas; what Steve Packard of The Nature 

Conservancy and his colleagues are doing with their rites 

of fire in the restored savannas outside of Chicago; what 

the Siskyone Intertribal Park proposes for the northern 

California coast, and what our Native Seeds/SEARCH 

fosters through its chile fiesta in southern Arizona. To 

conserve the rarest or most vulnerable species, we must 

sustain the landscape processes that historically nurtured 

them. Humans can be participants in these processes, 

rather than mere bystanders, or the cause of their 

cessation. But they will not do this unless the sensitive 
species and the landscape processes. have cultural 
meaning. Their value must be understood beyond the 
ranks of a few scientific specialists. 

Story is the way we encode such values in our 

culture. Ritual is the way we enact them. We must 

ritually plant the cottonwood poles in winter to be able 

to share the joys of the vennillion flycatcher in the rites 

of spring. Re-storying the landscape will allow the roots 

of ecological restoration to grow deep within our 

consciousness, so that the floods of modern technologi

cal change cannot dislodge us from the earth. 

- Reprinted with permission from Restoration and 
Management Notes 9( 1):3-4, summer 199 1. 



Status of the NS/S Corn (Maize) Collection 
By Linda Parker 

Most of the Native Seeds/SEARCH seed collection 

has been well-organized over the last five years and 
"accessioned" - it has been clearly classified, assigned 

a number, and the data placed in an easily retrievable 

form. But only recently have we started to organize our 

extensive corn collection. New information provided to 

us in a workshop this summer will now enable us to 

classify these maize varieties into commonly accepted 

land races, or folk races, of the corn varieties found in 

the U.S. Southwest and northwest Mexico. So that you 
can better understand why we are reclassifying many of 

our corn accessions, we've included an overview of the 

new criteria. 

Maize is a complex crop. Kernels exhibit a wide 

range of colors and shapes. The texture can be hard or 

flinty, semi-flint, soft flour, dent, or sweet. Ears are long 

or short, narrow or wide, cigar or pyramidal shaped. 

Kernel rows can be straight or twisted, but there is 

always an even number of rows! If you look at plant 

characteristics (leaves or tassels), many more variables 

contribute to the incredible genetic makeup of Zea mays. 
To help us unravel these mysteries, we invited Dr. 

Peter Bretting to visit, and on June 7 and 8, 1991, he 

spent many hours presenting some of the latest maize 

research. Dr. Bretting has extensively studied maize ge

netics while at University of North Carolina in Raleigh, 

Indiana Crop Improvement at Purdue, and as of July, 

1991, with the USDA Plant Introduction Station in 

Ames, Iowa. While at UNC he was involved with labora

tory research on isozyme variations. Genetic variation 

between races can be compared by electrophoretic 
separation of isozymes. A sophisticated laboratory 

procedure, isozyme analysis has given us valuable 

information on the folk races of maize. 

Maize Studies 

Early studies of maize that have been extremely 

valuable include work by E.A. Anderson and H. Cutler 

in 1942, titled Races ofZea mays: Their Recognition and 
Classification. In 1952, E.J. Wellhausen, L.M. Roberts 

and E. Hernandez X. published Races of Maize in 
Mexico. These descriptions of races and relationships 

have been the basis for more extensive work. In 1970, E. 
Hernandez X. described 5 new races from the mountains 

of northwest Mexico. In 1986, B.F. Benz in his Ph.D. 

dissertation at the University of Wisconsin, "Taxonomy 
& Evolution of Mexican Maize," also describes new 

races. The most recent work is by Jose de Jesus Sanchez, 
Relationships among the Mexican Races of Maize, a 

Ph.D. dissertation in 1989 at the University of North 

Carolina, which identifies morphological characteristics 

that are useful in defining maize races. 
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Dispersal Paths 

While progress has been made in describing and 

classifying maize solely on physical and genetic charac

teristics, we can also learn much useful information by 

studying the paths along which corn was dispersed from 

where it originally was domesticated. Corn travelled, 

along trade routes, or with whole cultures as they mi

grated. Maize originated in Meso-America. From central 

Mexico, the crop followed three main corridors north

ward. The Western Mexican, or Lowland, route moved 
up from the tropical savanna climates in Sinaloa to 

Sonora and into the desert of southern Arizona, produc

ing crops adapted to heat and drought. Another corridor 

went straight north into the mountains, up the Sierra 

Madres, with crops adapted to highland conditions of 
subtropical rainy summers. The East Mexican Corridor 
allowed slightly modified tropical corn varieties to move 

into the eastern United States, producing corns referred 
to as Tropical Dents. 

Management Plan 

With the help of this new information, we have 

begun assessing our collection and have already made 

many changes. 

Three corn categories are very stable groups with 

descriptive titles: 1) PimaJPapago, 2) Plateau [including 

Hopi and 12-row Southwestern (Pueblo)], and 3) Sweet 

Corns. 

Geographical regions will be the basis for other 

groupings. Maize found in the Western Mexican Low

lands include Blando de Sonora, Harinoso de Ocho and 

Tabloncillo Complex. The Sierra Madre or Highland 

Group includes Apachito, Gordo, Maiz Azul, Bofo and 

Elote Occidentales, and Cristalino de Chihuahua. The 

Central Plateau Area (of central Mexico) includes the 

Conico Groups. Tuxpefio is one of the few races we have 

continued on next page 
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NS/S Nominates Sierra Madre 
As a Global Center of Plant Diversity 

In 1992, the I nternational Union for the Conserva

tion of Nature (lUCN) will release the results of a major 

collaborative project to identify the world's most 

species-rich vegetation types and "hot spots" of useful 

plants. In January, Native Seeds/SEARCH proposed to 

the IUCN that the Apachian-Madrean districts of the 

Sierra Madre floristic region be written up as a candidate 

center of plant diversity. Our nomination was accepted. 

In September, at the Smithsonian, Dr. Richard Felger

a long-time friend and associate of NS/S - will present 

a paper co-written with Associate Research Director, 

Gary Nabhan, for fOlTllal inclusion in the IUCN survey. 
After receiving comments from some of North Amer-

Corn, continued 

obtained from the East Mexican Corridor. Tuxpeno is a 

source of the U.S. Southern Dents. Chapalote, Reventa
dor, and Onaveno are popcorns (flints) found in the 

lowlands of western Mexico. 

Dr. Bretting recommended we look at the work of 
Benz and Sanchez for specific guidelines for taking 

measurements of kernels and cobs when necessary, Al
though there are other characteristics that influence the 

classification of corn into folk races, such as ear heights, 

number of leaves per plant, length of the branched part 

of the tassel and glume length, we are not able to take 
these into consideration yet. We are measuring 10 

kernels for width and length, taken from as many ears as 

possible, and we measure all available ears for length 

and Illunber of rows. These four measurements, plus 

elevation, color, texture, etc., allow us to classify our 

corn varieties into land races. 
Some varieties show influences of more than one 

land race. For example, an ear of maize from Panalachi, 

Chihuahua (at an elevation of 2375 meters - 7700 feet), 

whose serm-flint kernels are white to pink with some 

yellow, could be classified either Apachito or Cristalino 

de Chihuahua because of the elevation where it is 

grown. But the measurements we take from this one 

collection shows some ears are one or the other, or a 

combination of both. 

While we continue to sort through the bags and 

buckets of corn, I'll always think of Peter's reassuring 

words that no one really knows the maize races of 

northern Mexico. Because of the regional area NS/S 

operates in, we are finding a wealth of variability within 
our corn collection. The traditional Tarahumara, Guarijio 

Mt. Pima, Northern Tepehuan and Mestizo farmers in 

Chihuahua, Sinaloa, and Sonora Mexico have preserved 
an incredible diversity of maize germ plasm. 
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ica's leading botanists, the normnation is destined to be 

included as one of eight or so mega-diversity centers 

from this continent. 
Recognition of the region's botanical richness 

comes none too soon; over $600 rmIIion dollars' worth of 

logging and pulping projects are currently being planned 
by World Bank and private financiers hoping to capital

ize on the U.S'/Mexico free trade zone agreements. 

Hopefully, the international attention cast on the region's 

biodiversity will help put the brakes on hasty or insensi

tive development. 

The region nominated by Felger and Nabhan runs 
from the Chiricahua and Animas Mountains in the 

United States to the Sierra Mohinora and the Rio Fuerte 

headwaters in Mexico. Eight major vegetation types and 
several thousand plant species occupy this 400 km x 600 

km area centered on the continental divide. According 

to Steve McLaughlin, the northern Apachian part of this 

region has the second highest level of endemism of any 

North American area between the Pacific coast and the 

Great Plains. 

The Madrean region is extremely rich in wild 
edible and medicinal plants, wild relatives of crops, and 
land races of native crops, including the endangered 

domesticate, Panicum sonorum. As recently documented 
by Nabhan in an IBPGR monograph on wild Phaseolus 
of the Sierra Madre, certain subregions of the area in 

question contain a diversity of wild beans far greater 
than would be expected on the basis of biogeographic 

predictions of latitude/species correlations. The region is 

as rich in crop relatives as any area north of the Tropic 

of Cancer. 

The region would merit greater attention from 

botanists even if impending threats had not recently 
escalated. However, given the rapid scaling-up of 

logging and pulping projects which threaten to aiter 
entire watersheds, further conservation there is now 

critical. Show your support for this region's recognition 

as a center of plant diversity by writing Dr. Robert 

DeFillips and Shirley Maina, Dept. of Botany, Smith
sonian Institution, NHB-166, Washington, D.C. 20560. 



Sierra Madre Logging Project Update 
"A Forum on The Sierra Tarahumara: Reality and 

Destiny" was held on June 25 at the University of 

Chihuahua in Chihuahua City, Mexico. This one day 
symposium was attended by Mexican and U.S. business 

representatives, ecologists, botanists, anthropologists, 
Tarahumara representatives, Mexican goverumental 

officials, human rights activists, and World Bank offi

cials, as well as the general public. Numerous and quite 

varied points of view were presented as to the value of 

the proposed World Bank "Forestry Development" 

projed for the Sierra Madre forests of Chihuahua and 

Durango. No general consensus was reached. 

Spokesmen for Grupo Chihuahua (the IJrgest 

logging, pulping and plywood producer in the a..-ea), the 
Mexican Secretary of Agriculture and Water Resources 
(SARH), and the World Bank (WB) continued to press 
their position as to the value of the WB proposal as well 

as other logging and pulping activities. A large number 

of scientists, Tarahlunaras, and spokespersons for 

nongovernmental organizations repeated their numerous 

reasons for opposing the WB project as well as other 
related programs. The most valuable result of this second 

conference was the formation of a broad-based network 

of ecologists, botanists, anthropologists, native peoples 
and human rights activists that found a common goal in 

the preservation of the Sierra Madre's unique resources. 

No such widespread network existed prior to the forum. 
This was the first ecology conference ever held in 
Chihuahua. 

The status of the WB project remains the same as 

reported in the last newsletter. The project continues to 
be delayed pending the satisfactory completion of the 

required Environmental Baseline Studies. Scheduled to 
be finished this fall (1991). 

The only monies expended thus far of the $45 

million WB loan package have been to fund the baseline 

studies and the repair and improvement of four sections 

of roads in the Guadalupe Y Calvo area. NS/S has 
received word from Chihuahua's Commission for 
Solidarity and Defense of Human Rights that Chihua

hua's SARH officials claim that the substantial slim of 
money allocated for road repair has been spent to 

improve the designated roads. However, the human 

rights organization quoted several state officials and 
business leaders who said that the road repairs and 

improvements have not taken place. The Chihuahuan 

human rights organization has contacted representatives 

in the Chihuahua State Congress and openly inquired 

about the status of the road improvements and the actual 

disposition of the substantial monies. The truth about this 

initial phase of the WB-SARH remains very confused 
and dramatically points out the need for monitoring of 
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the project's phases by WB officials and impartial 

observers honestly reporting to the general public. 

NS/S and many other conservation groups in 

Mexico and the United States have been alarmed at the 
poor design of the WB-SARH project. We now realize 

that this project is only the tip of a rather large iceberg. 

Much larger projects and much larger sums of money are 
being spent to exploit or "develop" the timber resources 

of Chihuahua and Durango. For example, Grupo Chihua

hua has reportedly just spent 500 million doliars to 

replace their old wood pulp plant at Anahuac, Chihua

hua. The new plant will apparently increase their 

capacity from 420 tons to 480 tons per day. The new 
plant is supposedly the most modern and most efficient 
such plant in the world. While the plant's effluents will 
be handled with much more care than before, the 
increased capacity places even further pressure on the 

Sierra Madre's fragile forests and native peoples. Grupo 

Chihuahua apparently received a loan rumored to be in 
the neighborhood of $350 millioll from Chase Manhattan 

Bank. Grupo Chihuahua also invested almost $7 million 

ill Stuart Hall, Inc., of Kansas City, Missouri, as part of 

an agreement to market paper and paper products manu

factured in Chihuahua to the United States. The whole 

arrangement is predicated on Mexico and the U.S. 

reaching a free trade agreement quickly. NS/S has also 
heard unsubstantiated nunors or reports that banks in 
Canada, Italy, Brazil, and Mexico are also planning to 
cash in on the free trade treaty by financing further 

logging, timbering, or pulping in Chihuahua or Durango. 

NS/S's editors, therefore, urge our readers to 

continue to question the World Bank about its project 

and specifically how they have changed their original 
proposal to further protect the· fragile aspects of the 

Sierra Madrean environment and native peoples. We 

further suggest that your U.S. Senators and Con

gresspeople be queried about restricting the adverse 

impacts of the proposed free trade agreement with 

Mexico. In addition, lending agencies like Chase 

Manhattan should be informed that the U.S. public does 
not approve of loans being made that grossly exploit 

other countries' resources especially if those countries 

plan to repay the loans with profits made selling these 

products to U.S. consumers. 

We seek your help in preserving the Greater 

Southwest's unique and truly irreplaceable genetic 

resources. Any copies of correspondence or responses, 

comments, accolades or criticism are welcome. We 

especially wish to thank many of you for your comments 
on the last Seedhead News articles. 



An August Day at the New Mexico Grow Out Plot 

By Brett Bakker 

The sun rises over Sandia Peak and shines on the 

field in Albuquerque's North Valley. Muddy waters of 

the Rio Grande flow through the ditch from which water 

is pumped, as needed, to the crops. 

Hopi Pink Flour Com is ripening. Cochiti Pueblo 

Chiles tum to red. The Navajo Yellow Cantaloupes are 

swelling. Thirty-four varieties, 19 species and 14 tribes 

are represented here, growing in verdant harmony. 

Cars whiz by on the road only a couple of dozen 

yards from the field, their occupants unaware of the 
genetic diversity here. Walkers, joggers and bicyclists 

who use the ditch road, in contrast, often stop to chat and 

comment on the progress of the crops. 

They can see the Paiute Devil's Claw, Zuni 

Tomatillos and Apache Brown-Striped Sunflowers. The 

sunflowers seem to nod back to us, glowing golden in 

the light of the morning sun. I share tales about the 
crops' origins and traditional uses, and explain why the 

wild Helianthus annuus along the ditch is repeatedly cut 
back. This will delay flowering until the Apache sun

flowers set seed first, and prevents any cross poJlination. 
Most everything is doing well in this oversized 

garden. First frost is still up to a month and a half away. 
Even the pests are healthy. 

The dry beans from the Taos Pueblo, Zuni, Hopi, 

O'odham, Paiute and Colorado River tribes are bearing 

despite the heavy Mexican Bean Beetle attack. Brittle 
skeletonized leaves shelter the pods formed below and 

support new green growth above. Only now have the 

beetles begun to show interest in the O'odham and Bis
bee Red Cowpeas, which have already produced pods. 

A Navajo Cushaw Squash and Spanish Dryfam1ed 

Pumpkin are close to succumbing to Squash Bugs 
despite rigorous hand-picking and, regretfully, some of 

the more toxic organic poisons available. Only a single 

fruit of each remains on tl1e battered vines, dramatic 

examples of why we hold back some seed stock each 

year. The late-planted, fast-growing Hopi Pepo Squash is 

setting mature fruit, having missed the early cycle of the 
bugs. 

Santo Domingo Pueblo Dipper Gourds are un
touched, as are the Navajo Yellow Cantaloupes. Some of 
the small Hopi Red Watem1elons are ripe and sweet, 

while others are rotting on the vine, possibly victims of a 

fusarium wilt. 
The Taos Pueblo Quelite (orach) is drying its 

reddish seedheads in the heat. Tarahumara Mostaza is 

doing the same. Just beginning to flower is the Guarijio 

Caoa de Ganchado - this sorghum tricks folks into be

lieving it is corn until the broom-like seedheads appear. 

As always, there will be seed and there will also be 

some crop failure. As always, tl1ese crops have proven 
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New Mexico Grow Out Plot, photo by Barney T. Burns 

themselves in adverse conditions: an openswept site, 

mostly unimproved soil that once served as a rubble 

dump, no water at one time because of a burned out 

pump ... 

Blasted by the usual March winds - which this 

year lasted until nearly June - this field, and New 

Mexico as a whole, was blessed by unusually abundant 

rains while the rest of the United States goes without. 
Clouds are once again gathering over the peaks 

before marching west to cover the valley tl1is evening 

with cool air and rains. 

This year has brought as much as anyone has a 

right to ask, and more. Harvest is fast approaching. 
I wish to thank the Reverend David McConaughy and the 

Shepherd of the Valley Presbyterian Church for their donation 
of land, water and tools, Eileen Thompson for lending tiller 
and equipment, NSIS members Rob and Roach Olds for 
donating a nearly.new garden cart, and Flowering Tree 
Permaculture Institute for a month-long rototiller loan and 
immeasurable support. Special thanks to my hoeing team Andi, 
Jonah and Rebecca Cain and their patience through my long 

absences at the field. 

Winter Squash Yeast Rolls 
If you have an abundance of winter squash in your 

garden this autumn, here's one of our favorite receipes 
for making some of your harvest into a delicous dessert. 

4 eggs 
1 cup sugar 
I cup oil 
2 cups cooked and 

pureed squash 

2 cups flour 
2 tsp baking powder 
2 tsp cinnamon 
1 tsp baking soda 

Cream togetl1er eggs, sugar, oil and squash. Add 
dry ingredients and bake in ungreased jelly roll pan at 
350 degrees for 25-30 minutes. Cool. Optional frosting: 
Cream together 8 ounces cream cheese, cup butter, 1 tsp 
vanilla, 1 cup powder sligar. 
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Conserving Biodiversity in North America: 

A Report from the 1991 Keystone Consultation 
By David A. Cleveland 

Beginning with a mixture of lifeless chemicals 
three to four billion years ago, the process of organic 
evolution has produced an incredible diversity of unique 
living organisms, called species, which inhabit the earth 
today. While the extinction of species is as much a part 
of evolution as speciation (the creation of new species), 
many people believe that the rate of species loss today is 
at least as great or perhaps much greater than that 
occurring at any other time in our planet's history. A 
large number of the species that are disappearing are not 
well known to humans, and many, especially in the 
rainforests, are totally unknown to formal science. 

Why should we conserve biodiversity? Because 
diversity is necessary for the functioning of the natural 
ecosystems which make life possible on this planet. We 
don't know how much diversity can be lost before eco
systems, and ultimately the biosphere, collapse, but we 
may be getting close. Biodiversity also means the 
tremendous storehouse of information in living organ
isms that is potentially available for crop improvement, 
and for new foods and medicines. We should also 
conserve biodiversity because we seem to need it 
spiritually, aesthetically: when you've seen one tree, 
you've only just begun. Lastly, the diversity of natural 
environments, animals and crops supports cultural 
diversity, the range of human groups with different 
values and ways of solving problems that is such an 
important resource for our future. 

While much of the concern over the loss of 
biodiversity has focused on conserving wild plants and 
animals in their natural habitats, the loss of biodiversity 
also threatens agriculture. Each crop variety selected and 
used by farmers and gardeners contains a unique set of 
information in the DNA of its genes. All over the world 
there has been a tremendous loss of biodiversity as 
thousands of traditional folk varieties have been replaced 
by a few modern varieties, and the number of famlcrs 
planting them, and the area they plant, has decreased. 
Here in the Southwest, many Native American folk 
varieties have been lost or are currently threatened, as 
once vibrant farming communities have disappcared. 

The major threat to biological diversity today lies 
in the growth of the human population and in our 
consumption of natural resources directly, and indirectly, 
through environmental destruction and pollution, 
especially since the beginning of the industrial age in the 
18th century. The ultimate answer lies in decreasing the 
present size of the human population, and the proportion 
of the biosphere we consume. Yet there are also many 
smaller actions that we can take to conserve biodiversity. 

In June of this year, 1 00 people from Canada, 
Mexico and the United States concerned with the 
conservation of biodiversity gathered at tlle Keystone 
Center in Colorado. This meeting was jointly requested 
by the International Union for the Conservation of 
Nature and Natural Resources (lUCN), the United 
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Nations Environment Program (UNEP), and the World 
Resources Institute (WRI), which are working together 
to develop a world Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan 
(BSAP) to be presented for consideration at the first 
U.N. Conference on Environment and Development in 
Brazil in 1992, to be attended by many heads of state. 

The North American Consultation in Keystone was 
one of several regional consultations world wide organ
ized to provide input into the BSAP from different 
perspectives. The purpose was not to reach consensus on 
the issues, but to promote lively discussion, and there 
was plenty of that. I went as a representative of Native 
Seeds/SEARCH, but like all the participants, was asked 
to speak only for myself. I was one of the few primarily 
concerned with folk crop varieties and small-scale crop 
production, and much of my time was spent in the 
working group on the ex situ conservation of biodiver
sity. A number of the points we discussed are very 
relevant for tlle conservation of agricultural biodiversity 
in southwest North America, and for the work of NS/S. 

Most of us agreed that ex situ conservation (off
site, e.g. in seedbanks), while vital, ultimately only 
functions as a support for in situ conservation, i.e. 
conservation in living natural ecosystems, farms, and 
gardens. In situ conservation will only work witll the 
cooperation of the local people and conununities. Along 
with a number of others at the consultation, I believe that 
this in turn implies that biodiversity can only be con
served if cultural diversity is conserved. In the South
west, socially and economically viable Native American, 
and other local communities, must conserve the bio
diversity in their crops, and the wild and weedy crop 
relatives in their area. Education, especially in cities 
where most people live, should emphasize the connec
tion between people and their environments, and 
involving local people everywhere more in decision 
making regarding the conservation of biodiversity. 

I emphasized that in situ conservation in agricul
ture means moving more and more toward the elimina
tion of outsiLie inputs such as toxic chemicals and fossil 
fuels, production in concert with natural ecosystems 
instead of in conflict with them, nurturing biodiversity in 
a rich palet1e of different crops, crop varieties and farms, 
and respecting diversity of local farming communities. 

The greatest potential of the Biodiversity Strategy 
and Action Plan (BSAP) and of our North American 
Consultation is to influence not only political leaders 
directly, but the perspective and political will of the 
people. To conserve biodiversity today, so that our 
children will inherit a planet worth living on, we must 
take the long view. 

For more information about the Biodiversity 
Strategy and Action Plan, contact Kenton Miller or 
WaIter Reid, World Resources Institute, 1709 New York 
Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20006, phone: 202-638-6300; 
fax: 202-638-0036. 



Garden Reports 

As you harvest your crops and seeds this fall, 
please take a moment or two to harvest the hard-won 
lessons you've learned in your garden this year. This 
section of our newsletter is by and far the most popular, 
according to a survey of the readership, and it depends 
completely upon your participation. Mail us a letter -
whether it's just a few lines or more like a Ph.D. disser
tation - and let us know how your gardening efforts 
with Native Seeds/SEARCH crops went this year, both 
successes and failures. We'll print what we receive in 
future issues of Seedhead News. 

Due to the predicted drought in our area I had to change 
my plans a little. The weather turned out to be very cool 
this summer, with occasional sprinkles of rain. 

The Cochiti Corn got off to a slow start in late 
April, and only about 30% of the seeds germinated. 
Seems that once it warmed up around May, the plants 
got going, and I am still waiting to harvest (letter dated 
August 5,1991). 

The Cocopah Corn also was slow starting, with a 
rather sickly yellow coloring to the plants. I thought we 
were going to lose the whole mess, but they came 
through to yield some small ears that were sweet, but all 
one color, white. Perhaps because I hand pollinated 
them. (The kernels are white in the milk stage; as they 
mature, they change colors.) The Cocopah matured 
faster than the Cochiti, but seems to attract lots of 
aphids. 

The Tarahumara Multis Beans were slow starters 
(planted in April) but are now really taking off. Seems to 
be all plant so far, though.(lfflowering begins in mid
September - around the equinox - the plants are 
responding to the longer darkness of night,) 

I found some Ojo de Cabra Bean seed on a trip to 
Chihuahua in February. I was surprised by how well they 
did. I planted great handfuls as a border to my garden, 
not knowing what to expect. The seed most all germi
nated, resulting in short, one to two foot high plants that 
matured and yielded very quickly. The kind of plant I 
like. The Multis were planted at the same time and they 
are still climbing and weaving themselves around 
anything in reach. Meanwhile, the Ojo de Cabra plants 
have died off. I don't think it is disease, as they are all 
evenly doing this (late July) and the other beans are not 
affected. 

Tarahumara Tomatillo is doing quite well. They 
are happy to grow here and require little attention. I also 
planted the California Serpentine Sunflower, only to 
recognize it as a very common weed in this area. Oh 
well, it looks nice anyway. (The wild sunflower in your 
area is probably Helianthus bolanderi, a closely related 
native Califorinia sunflower.) 

I think the cool weather had a lot to do with the 
crop this year. I tried to take advantage of this in what I 
planted. Unfortunately, the chiles are not really happy in 
this unseasonable cool weather. They are growing, but 
reluctantly (Habanero, Vallejo, Coban and Mirasol). 

-Damon Grady, Calabasas, California 
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Ed Kisto and crew build rarruJda, photo by Kevin Dahl 

Ramada, Roundhouse Built 

Near Demonstration Garden 

By Andy Robinson 

Past visitors to our demonstration garden enjoyed 

the shade provided by our old ramada, but were advised 

not to linger, as it looked like it might collapse at any 

moment. Happily, those dangerous days are over. 
A new ramada was recently completed in its place. 

Across the garden, a traditional Tohono O'odham 

roundhouse was also built. The ramada was sponsored by 
Native Seeds/SEARCH; the roundhouse, by Project 

Origins, a local non-profit organization which provides 

cultural and educational opportunities for the develop

mentally disabled. Both structures were financed by 

grants from the Tucson Community Foundation. 

Tohono O'odham craftsman Ed Kisto and his crew 

built the ramada from indigenous desert mesquite and 

palm fronds. They were able to preserve the dense native 

grape arbor which covered the old ramada by propping 

up the vines, carefully removing the structure, and 
building new supports beneath the wild grape vines. The 

new ramada was designed by NS/S garden co-manager 

Daniela Soleri. 

The roundhouse and ramada were dedicated on 
August 14. Tohono O'odham educator and former NS/S 

board member Danny Lopez, who supervised round

house construction, discussed the function of the 

roundhouse in traditional village life, where it served as 

a gathering place for ceremonies and community events. 

Following his talk, children from the Big Fields commu

nity performed traditional dances and even brought us 

some much-needed rain. 
The ramada and roundho!Ise are open to visitors 

seven days a week at the Tucson Botanical Gardens, 

2150 North Alvernon. 



Hot Times are Here Again! 

By Martha Burgess 

This October 19-20 marks the fifth year of our 

colorfully "educational" fund-raising event, La Fiesta de 

l2S.�! Every Native Seeds/SEARCH member and 

gardener has got to be here (on the grounds of Tucson 
Botanical Gardens 10 a.m. - 6 p.m., Saturday and 
Sunday). 

This year, we're trying something new to solve the 
problem some people had finding parking space. Park at 

EI Con Mall, in the northeast parking lot, and take the 

free shuttle bus that will leave two or three times every 

hour. 
If you're into experiential learning, where can you 

better perform your own taste tests of chile dishes from 

every conceivable ethnic group - local or planetary - in 

one sitting? Where else, without treading more than 50 

yards, can you calibrate your own personal Richter scale 
of heat impact from a zillion varieties of fresh chiles? 

Where else can you see seventeen different live chile 
varieties side by side celebrating genetic diversity even 
as they photosynthesize, waiting in their prim little pots 

for further human dispersal and perhaps selection? 

Where else can you explore the breadth (depth?) of 

human creativity in conjuring up new artistic variations 

on the theme of The Hot One - from the super practical, 

wearable, ringable, settable, deckable chile to the 

ultimate in chile kits? And where else besides the Chile 

Fiesta Native Seeds/SEARCH booth can you hear chile 

gardeners and pushers wax so poetic? If you're into 
Capsicum, your third weekend in October is COMMIT

TED. Better red it in right now on your Day timer. 

Do come - bring friends and family - it's spice to 
the spirit, a boost for the community and for our out

reach mission at Native Seeds/SEARCH. See you there! 

(If this inspires you to volunteer your time and talents, 

we would greatly enjoy your helpful participation before 

and/or during the Fiesta. Call Muffin Burgess at 327-

9123 to volunteer. ) 

Two weekends later (November 2-3), out at the 

Desert Museum's Desert Harvest Celebration, the Native 

SeedS/SEARCHers will be at it again, teaching and 

selling, sharing info about seeds, natives, planting, 
nutrition, lore, with all kinds of wholesome gifts you 

wish you'd bought two of instead of one. If you have the 

bad fortune to miss one of these events, don't miss the 

other one. Face it. The holidays and your hot foods 

fixes can't happen without them. 
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Autumn Planting Workshop 

As the summer rains end, plans should begin for a 

winter garden full of wheat, fava beans, peas, garbanzo 
beans, dill, cilantro and other spices, garlic, leafy greens, 

and other cool season crops. September is the time to put 

those plans into action and get your low desert winter 
gardens underway. A two-hour autumn planting work

shop will beheld from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. on Saturday, 

September 28, covering simple, inexpensive methods for 

preparing and planting your winter garden, including: 

1. Preparation of soil and beds 

2. Choosing Native Seeds/SEARCH crops 

3. Planting techniques, and 
4. Low desert garden maintenance, especially water 

conservation. 

The workshop will be held in the NS/S demonstra

tion garden at the Tucson Botanical Gardens and led by 

garden co-managers Daniela Soleri and David Cleve
land. 

After the workshop gardeners will be able to 

purchase seeds at the NS/S mail order store. The work

shop fee is $8 for NS/S members and $10 for non

members and includes a handout summarizing the topics 
covered. 

Space is limited, so please register by mail right 
away. 

Mail completed form of equivalent information on 

a separate piece of paper to: Native Seeds/SEARCH, 

2509 N. Campbell Ave. #325, Tucson, AZ 85719. 

r-----------------, 

Registration Form 

NS/S Autumn Planting Workshop 

September 28, 8 - 10 a.m. 

Name: ____________________________ __ 

Address: _____________ _ 

City, state, zip: __________ _ 

Phone Number: _________ ____________ _ 

Make check payable to Native Seeds/SEARCH ($8 
for members, $10 for non-members). Mail form to 

Native Seeds/SEARCH, 2509 N. Campbell Ave. 

#325, Tucson, AZ 85719. 

L _________________ � 



Peyote Ceremonial Gourds, phOIO by Linda Parker 

Tucson Grow Out Report 

By Esther Moore 

This year I have been growing out 54 separate 

varieties of crops from the Native Seeds/SEARCH seed 

bank that were in critical need of replenishment. These 

rare and endangered crops are being grown at a home we 

chose for its fenced yards and ample ba sement (for 

storage), and at three other garden sites in Tucson. The 

project was funded by a generous grant from the Wallace 

Genetic Foundation. 

These seeds have come from around the Southwest 

and Mexico , such as Hopi Casaba Melon from Arizona, 

San Felipe Squash from New Mexico, and an amaranth 

from Mexico. 
Some have especially interesting histories. Two the 

sweet corn varieties are from the "Homer Owens" 

collection, descendents of seeds col lected by early 

prospectors in the lower Colorado R iver valley. In 1 986, 

we received these two sweet corns and other varieties 

from Homer Owens, who had been caretaking them 

since 1 944. 
Extremely vigorous gourd plants have overgrown 

the front of my house. The small ,  bi-lobal fruits are 

known as Peyote Ceremonial Gourds and are traded at 

pow-wows. We expect a great harvest. 
Other interesting plant s you could see in my garden 

this year include an edible Solanum (Solanum melano

cerasum ) ,  w hose leaves and berries are utilized as food ; 

a Hibiscus species, whose flowers produce a dark red 

and flavorful tea known as jamaica; and a wild relative 

of the cultivated melon, which produces an edible tart 

fruit. Several unusual chiles are being grown, including 

Habafier and Chile Peron .. 

In  addition to just growing out these v arieties,  a 

special study on photoperiod ( length of night) effects on 

beans was done in early spring. Nineteen varieties of 

conunon bean from Mexico were grown and only three 

flowered within the first 60 days of growth. 

You 're invited to come join in the fun - we need 

help harvesting and helping to prepare the seeds for 

storage .  If you are interested, contact Esther at 884-8752. 
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Southwest Native 

Farmer Network 

From the very beginning, Native Seeds/SEARCH 
was organized to help traditional farmers and gardeners 

continue to grow native crops.  This faU, we will begin a 

year-long project designed to strengthen our efforts by 

organizing Native American farmers to work together. A 

"Native Farmer Network" will be formed to identify 

obstacles that threaten native agriculture and to devise 

practical strategies to overcome the problems these 

farmers face. 

Today, when there is increasing interest in a more 

environmentally and socially sustainable agriculture, 

Native American crops and farming practices are 

seriously threatened. These methods and crops have 

numerous applications for low-input, sustainable 

agriculture, particularly for small-scale farmers on 

marginal lands. They are a lso critical for maintaining 

cultural identity among Native Americans and promoting 

healthy diets, especiall y  among diabetics. 

The native farmers themselves are the best authori

ties to identify which problems must be overcome so that 

the living heritage of traditional Southwestern agricul

ture can survive. This project will help support and build 

upon their individual efforts to maintain and develop 

their famling practices as the basis for sustainable agri

culture in their conununities.  

The first step will be the creation of a preliminary 
roster of Nati ve American famlers, crops and farming 

practices in Arizona and New Mexico. A representative 

sample of these farmers will be surveyed by Native 

Seeds/SEARCH staff, and a compilation and analysis of 

their responses will be distributed. Two workshops will 

be convened. One will  focus on seed conservation and 

seed banking techniques, and the other to discuss the 

results of the survey and develop an action plan for 

addressing problems. The second workshop will formally 

establish the network. 
The "Native Famler Network" project has been 

funded by the R uth Mott Fund, the foundation that last 

year supported our Diabetes Prevention Program. It  will 

be directed by Dr. Sandra J. Turner, an "ethno-ecologist" 

associated with the University of New Mexico whose 

long-time involvement with native agriculture has 

included investigation of jojoba production as a commer

cial activity on the San Carlos Apache Reservation. 

MOTIVE FROM ZUNI JAR 



Notes 
Wanted: Volunteers! Don Norman invites volunteers 
interested in botanizing Rock Corral Canyon near 

Tumacacori, Arizona, to join him in his mapping efforts. 

He will be exploring several hundred acres between 

September 20 and November 5 to map the location of 

wild chiles, teparies, agaves, cotton and rare plants. 
Leave messages at (602) 327-9123. 

Annual Report. Last year's membership survey indi

cated that the annual report, regularly published in the 

summer issue of Seedhead News, was considered the 

least important type of article. Consequently, this year 

we are preparing a separate annual report and using the 
space in the newsletter for more popular articles like the 
garden reports. However, you can still obtain a copy of 
our annual report by sending a stamped, self-addressed 

business-sized envelope (#10) to Native Seeds/SEARCH, 

2509 N. Campbell #325, Tucson, AZ 85719. 

Plant Genetic Resources Conservation Course. The 
University of California at Davis will offer a course on 

this topic July 6 to August 7, 1992, targeting employees 

of national and international conservation programs and 

graduate students. For a full course announcement, write 
Int'! Training & Education Center, Univ. Extension 
Dept. P, Univ. of California, Davis, CA 956 16. 

NS/S Joins 

NAJA 

The progress and development of traditional 

farming is an educational, cultural and scientific field of 

endeavor. Writing about this demands a background and 
attention paid to the standards of science, society and 
journalism. As of March 1991, Native Seeds/SEARCH's 
newsletter, the Seedhead News, is certified as an Active 

member of the Native American Journalist Association 

(NAJA). 

Kevin L6pez represented us at NAJA's annual 
conference in March this year, held in Denver. He 
distributed NS/S literature, attended workshops, voted in 
NAJA's board election, made contact with other science

oriented publications and individuals, and listened to 

keynote speeches by House Rep. Ben Knighthorse 

Campbell and Al Neurauth, founder and publisher of 

USA Today. 
We hope that our involvement with NAJA will help 

increase news coverage by the Native Press on subjects 

of traditional agriculture and its implications for cultural 

dignity and self-confidence. NAJA's next conference 

will be in April 1992 in the Oneida Indian Nation of 

Wisconsin. 
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Membership Form 

check one: renewal new member __ gift 

__ Low income/student ($10 per year) 
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Zia Pueblo women winnowing beans, iHustration by Velino Herrera from Here Come 
the Navaho! by Carol Underhill, published by the BIA in 1953. Underhill describes the 

process: "The beans are first beaten, to separate them from the shells. On a day when a 

light wind is blowing, the whole mass is placed in a basket bowl and shaken gently. 

The light shell fragments come to the top of the basket, while the heavier beans remain 

at the bottom. A final tip of the bowl sends the shells blowing off in the wind, while the 

beans remain." 
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